




OUR TEAM

OUR MISSION

About Us
The Stache Team is made up of a unique group of individuals that each bring their dedication and love for the industry into

everything they do.

Stache 's main goal is dedication to our customers. 

We want everyone who supports Stache to always feel heard and supported. 

Our customers are the reason we can continue to Design. Create. Innovate new products. 

We wouldn't be here with out your support. 

Our mission is to Design. Create. Innovate products for the modern day consumer. 

Our priority is to streamline the consumption process by bringing each customer convenience, affordability, and

portability. 
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The STACHE ConNectar is made to fit any

510 threaded battery and turn it into a

nectar collector with a three piece

assembly! Pairs best with the STACHE SLIM

Battery.

Colors include: Black, Blue, Red, and Green

Does not pair with autodraw battery.

Battery is not included. 

(New!)
CONNECTAR

The Limited Edition SLIM Battery is the

perfect battery on it's own or paired with the

STACHE ConNectar!

It is a 400 mAh Battery with three different

voltage settings (low, medium and high). It

has a double tap pre-heat function and

includes a micro USB charger. 

Colors include: Gold, Rainbow, and Onyx

(New!)
LIMITED EDITION

SLIM BATTERY

The SLIM Battery is the perfect battery on it's

own or paired with the STACHE ConNectar!

It is a 400 mAh Battery with three different

voltage settings (low, medium and high). It

has a double tap pre-heat function and

includes a micro USB charger. 

Colors include: Black, Blue, Red, Green, and

Purple

(New!)
SLIM BATTERY
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The Limited Edition STACHE ConNectar is

made to fit any 510 threaded battery and

turn it into a nectar collector with a three

piece assembly! Pairs best with the STACHE

SLIM Battery.

Colors include: Gold, Rainbow, Onyx, and

Koala Orange

Does not pair with autodraw battery.

Battery is not included. 

(New!)
LIMITED EDITION

CONNECTAR
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The RiO is a fully portable modular dab rig. No Battery. No Coil. No Problem.

Features a color matching torch and carry case corresponding to the newly designed ergonomic base. 

The new RiO Matte kit includes a core banger, silicone plugs, STACHE bubble cap, dab tool, and a

semi-hard carrying case made with EVA foam.

Colors Include: Red, Teal, Purple, Black, and Blue

Butane is not included.
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The STACHE E-nail is made to create a comfortable at

home smoking experience for any dabber. Attach to your

favorite rig and set at your desired temperature. 

The kit includes a 14mm male quartz banger, heater coil,

power cord, and silicone storage container.

Colors Include: Red, Blue, Black, and Gold
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(New!)
STACHE BUBBLE CAP

The V2 carb cap is

directional spinner cap

designed to allow for

complete vaporization. 

V2 CARB CAP

(While supplies last)

The new STACHE bubble cap is

included in the RiO Matte kit. 

It features a bubble style with

the new STACHE logo.
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The STACHE Flat Bottom Banger is the perfect banger to

drop some pearls in and get a consistent heat up! Fit and

made to function with the RiO or ANY 14mm piece. With 90

degree bends, 2.5mm thickness, strong welds and reclaim

catchers, the STACHE flat bottom banger is great for cold

starts or pre-heats!

QUARTZ BANGER - FLAT

The STACHE Round Bottom Banger is the perfect banger

for a quick and easy consistent heat up! Fit and made to

function with the RiO or ANY 14mm piece. With 90 degree

bends, 2.5mm thickness, strong welds and reclaim

catchers, the STACHE round bottom banger is great for

cold starts or pre-heats!

QUARTZ BANGER - ROUND

The STACHE Core Banger is the perfect banger for a

consistent heat up and cool down! Fit and made to

function with the RiO or ANY 14mm piece. With 90 degree

bends, 2.5mm thickness, strong welds and reclaim

catchers, the STACHE quartz banger are great for cold

starts or pre-heats!

QUARTZ BANGER - CORE

The STACHE Core White Bottom Banger is the perfect

banger for a QUICK heat up that can retain heat longer

for a better user experience. Being 3 MM thick it's perfect

for both cold and hot starts leaving you satisfied every

time! You can use the Stache Core Banger on any 14 mm

female joint rig!  

WHITE BOTTOM - CORE

Featured:Featured:Featured:   
STACHE Core BangerSTACHE Core BangerSTACHE Core Banger
Clear Replacement GlassClear Replacement GlassClear Replacement Glass
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The clear glass water pipe can be used in the RiO or as a stand

alone rig.

Both glasses are 14mm female joints with great filtration! 

The clear glass comes with a shower-head percolator.

CLEAR GLASS

REPLACEMENT GLASS

The colored glass is made to offer alternative color

customization to the RiO for your customer. They can also be

used as stand alone rig. Each glass comes with a shower-head

percolator.

Colors Include: Green, Blue, Smoke, Teal, Purple, and Pink

CLEAR COLORED GLASS

The sandblasted colored glass is made to offer alternative

color customization to the RiO for your customer. They can

also be used as stand alone rig. Each glass comes with a

shower-head percolator.

Colors Include: Green, Smoke, Teal, Purple, Pink, and Blue

SANDBLASTED COLORED GLASS
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Featured:Featured:Featured:   
Mini IGNYT TorchMini IGNYT TorchMini IGNYT Torch

5.5"

The IGNYT Mini Torch is the perfect on the

go torch or table accessory! Heat up your

banger comfortably with a flame lock to

hold your flame. The SP400 torch is easy

to use and precise! 

(New!)
IGNYT MINI TORCH

The batch B+ torch is included in the

RiO kit and has a non adjustable

overflow valve and heat shield. Can

be used in the RiO or separately. 

RIO TORCH

TORCHES
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The 300 pack Stache Quartz Swab kit contains swabs made

from 100% pure quality cotton with dual purpose tips and thick

durable handle for easy cleaning. These swabs are designed to

get into those hard to reach areas and keep your quartz clean. 

STACHE QUARTZ SWABS

The Clapton Coil Twin Pack is the perfect replacement pack for

your ConNectar. With two coils in every pack you are ready for

anything. Helping give the perfect taste, durability, and easy

cleaning to every user!

CLAPTON COIL TWIN PACK

The Crushed Quartz Twin Pack is the perfect replacement pack

for your ConNectar. With two coils in every pack you are ready

for anything. The Crushed Quartz helps provide every user with

a yummy taste and easy clean!

CLAPTON COIL TWIN PACKA
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The Tethered Silicone Sleeves is a new way

to customize your Rig In One! With many

colors to pick from you can now tether your

carb cap to your Rig In One! Never drop

your carb cap again!

Colors available: Red, Purple, Teal, Black,

White, Blue, and Purple/Green Swirl

*Glass sold separately

TETHER SILICONE SLEEVES
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https://stacheproducts.com/collections/rio-make


The silicone sleeves are made for the RiO to

offer alternative color customization for your

customer.

Colors Available: Red, Purple, Teal, Black, Pink,

Blue, and Green

SILICONE SLEEVES
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VISIT:

https://euro-cbd.de/produkt/rio-matte-black/


